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Abstract

Inflammation represents an important factor leading to metabolic imbalance within the intervertebral disc 
(IVD), conducive to degenerative changes. Therefore, a thorough knowledge of the IVD and endplate (EP) cell 
behaviour in such pathological environments is essential when designing regenerative therapeutic strategies. 
The present study aimed at assessing the molecular response of the IVD constitutive nucleus pulposus (NPCs)-, 
annulus fibrosus (AFCs)- and endplate (EPCs)-derived cells to interleukin (IL)-1β treatment, through large-
scale, high-throughput microarray and protein analysis, identifying the differentially expressed genes and 
released proteins. Overall, the inflammatory stimulus downregulated stemness genes while upregulating 
pro-inflammatory, pro-angiogenic and catabolic genes, including matrix metalloproteases, which were not 
balanced by a concomitant upregulation of their inhibitors. Upregulation of anti-inflammatory and anabolic 
tumour necrosis factor inducible gene 6 protein (TNFAIP6), of IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra) (at gene and 
protein levels) and of trophic insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) was also observed in all cell types; IGF1 
particularly in AFCs. An overall inhibitory effect of tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) signal was observed 
in all cell types; however, EPCs showed the strongest anti-inflammatory behaviour. AFCs and EPCs shared 
the ability to limit the activation of the signalling mediated by specific chemokines. AFCs showed a slightly 
senescent attitude, with a downregulation of genes related to DNA repair or pro-mitosis.
 Results allowed for the identification of specific molecular targets in IVD and EP cells that respond to an 
inflammatory environment. Such targets can be either silenced (when pathological targets) or stimulated to 
counteract the inflammation.
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markers.
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List of Abbreviations

ADAMTS a disintegrin and metalloproteinase 
   with thrombospondin motifs
ADGRB1 adhesion G protein-coupled receptor 
   B1

ADH1B  alcohol dehydrogenase 1B
ADIPOQ adiponectin, C1Q and collagen
   domain containing
AF   annulus fibrosus
AFCs  AF cells
ANGPT  angiopoietin
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IGF  insulin-like growth factor
IGFBP  IGF-binding protein
IL   interleukin
IL1R2  interleukin 1 receptor type 2
IL-1Ra/IL1RN IL-1 receptor antagonist
IL-6sR  IL-6 soluble receptor
INHBA  inhibin subunit beta A
iNOS  inducible nitric oxide synthase
IP-10  interferon-gamma-induced protein
   10
IVD  intervertebral disc
KRAS  KRAS proto-oncogene, GTPase
KYNU  kynureninase
LAMP5  lysosomal associated membrane
   protein family member 5
LCN2  lipocalin 2
LDB2  LIM domain binding 2
LEFTY2  left-right determination factor 2
LEP  leptin
LIF  LIF interleukin 6 family cytokine
LRRN3  leucine rich repeat neuronal 3
LSP1  lymphocyte specific protein 1
LTA  lymphotoxin alpha
LTB  lymphotoxin beta
LYVE1  lymphatic vessel endothelial
   hyaluronan receptor 1
MAP1LC3C microtubule associated protein 1
   light chain 3 gamma
MCP-1  monocyte chemoattractant protein 1
MIP  macrophage inflammatory protein
MMPs  metalloproteinases
MSC  mesenchymal stem/stromal cell
MSTN  myostatin
MYBPH myosin binding protein H
MYL1  myosin light chain 1
NAMPT nicotinamide
   phosphoribosyltransferase
NEFM  neurofilament medium
NEURL3 neuralised E3 ubiquitin protein
   ligase 3
NO  nitric oxide
NOD2  nucleotide binding oligomerisation
   domain containing 2
NOS  NO synthase
NOTCH4 notch receptor 4
NOX1  NADPH oxidase 1
NP  nucleus pulposus
NPCs  NP cells
NR4A3  nuclear receptor subfamily 4 group
   A member 3
NRG1  neuregulin 1
NRP  natriuretic peptide receptor
NTF4  neurotrophin 4
OLFML  olfactomedin-like
OSM  oncostatin M
P3   passage 3
PBMCs  peripheral blood mononuclear cells
PDE5A  phosphodiesterase 5A
PDGF  platelet-derived growth factor
PLG  plasminogen

ARPP21 cAMP regulated phosphoprotein 21
BCA  bicinchoninic acid
BCL2  BCL2 apoptosis regulator
BCL2A1  BCL2-related protein A1
BLM  BLM RecQ-like helicase
C3AR1  complement component 3a receptor
   1
CCL  C-C motif chemokine ligand
CCR  C-C chemokine receptor
CD40LG CD40 ligand
CDH5  cadherin 5
CEBPB  CCAAT enhancer binding protein 
   beta
CHEK1  checkpoint kinase 1
CHGA  chromogranin A
CHI3L1  chitinase-3-like
CILP2  cartilage intermediate layer protein 
   2
CLCA2  chloride channel accessory 2
CLIC6  chloride intracellular channel 6
CMPK2  cytidine/uridine monophosphate 
   kinase 2
CNMD  chondromodulin
COL4A3 collagen type IV alpha 3 chain
CSF  colony stimulating factor
CSF1R  CSF 1 receptor
CXCL  C-X-C motif chemokine ligand
CXCR  C-X-C motif chemokine receptor
DCLRE1B DNA cross-link repair 1B
ECM  extracellular matrix
EGF  epidermal growth factor
EHF  ETS homologous factor
ELISA  enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
   assay
EME1  essential meiotic structure-specific
   endonuclease 1
EP   endplate
EPCs  EP cells
EREG  epiregulin
F3   coagulation factor III, tissue factor
FASLG  Fas ligand
FBS  foetal bovine serum
Fc   fold change
FGF  fibroblast growth factor
FGFBP1  fibroblast growth factor binding 
   protein 1
FGFR3  fibroblast growth factor receptor 3
FST  follistatin
GDF  growth differentiation factor
GM-CSF granulocyte-macrophage colony
   stimulating factor
GRP  gastrin releasing peptide
HEPES  4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
   piperazineethanesulphonic acid
HG-DMEM high-glucose Dulbecco’s modified 
   Eagle’s medium
ICAM  intercellular adhesion molecule 1
IDO  indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase
IFI   interferon alpha inducible protein
IFN  interferon
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PLK1  polo-like kinase 1
PPARG  peroxisome proliferator activated
   receptor gamma
PPP2R1B protein phosphatase 2 scaffold
   subunit A beta
PRKCB  protein kinase C beta
PROK  prokineticin
PTGS1  prostaglandin-endoperoxide 
   synthase 1
RASD1  Ras-related dexamethasone induced 
   1
RIMS1  regulating synaptic membrane
   exocytosis 1
RIN  RNA integrity number
RIPK2  receptor interacting serine/threonine 
   kinase 2
RNH1  ribonuclease/angiogenin inhibitor 1
RSAD2  radical S-adenosyl methionine
   domain containing 2
RSPO3  R-spondin 3
S100A8  S100 calcium binding protein A8
SCRG1  stimulator of chondrogenesis 1
SELE  selectin E
SIRT2  sirtuin 2
SLC  solute carrier
SLPI  secretory leukocyte peptidase
   inhibitor
SMOC2  SPARC-related modular calcium
   binding 2
SOSTDC1 sclerostin domain containing 1
SPINK5  serine peptidase inhibitor Kazal type 
   5
SPP1  secreted phosphoprotein 1
SD   standard deviation
sTNF-RI soluble tumour necrosis factor 
   receptor I
TBP  TATA-box binding protein
TDO2  tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase
TGF  transforming growth factor
TGFBR1 transforming growth factor beta
   receptor 1
Th   T helper
TIMP  tissue inhibitor of MMP
TLR  toll-like receptor
TNFα  tumour necrosis factor alpha
TNFAIP6 TNF inducible gene 6 protein
TNFRSF1B TNF receptor superfamily member
   1B
TNFSF  TNF superfamily member
TPH1  tryptophan hydroxylase 1
TWIST2  twist family bHLH transcription
   factor 2
TYMP  thymidine phosphorylase
TSG-6  TNF-stimulated gene 6
VCAM1  vascular cell adhesion molecule 1
VEGF  vascular endothelial growth factor

Introduction

Around 540 million people worldwide suffer from 
low-back pain (Web ref. 1), mainly due to spine 

disorders strictly associated with age-related 
degenerative processes of the IVD (Rodrigues-
Pinto et al., 2014). These disorders have high socio-
economic costs related both to their long-lasting but 
transiently beneficial multidisciplinary management 
(i.e. conservative, analgesic or surgical) and to the 
progression of the IVD degeneration (Raj, 2008). 
For these reasons, the development of biological 
strategies to counteract IVD degeneration (Hughes 
et al., 2012) would be a valuable alternative to the 
current clinical management. In this context, a clear 
understanding of anatomical and pathophysiological 
features of the IVD is crucial (Colombini et al., 2008).
 The IVD is a heterogeneous structure composed 
of a central NP, a surrounding AF and a bony-
cartilaginous EP delimiting the disc. The functional 
properties of the disc (e.g. mechanical) largely depend 
on the integrity of the physiological ECM, produced, 
maintained and remodelled by few resident cells. 
Alterations to the cellular metabolism adversely affect 
the tissue composition and performance, providing a 
starting point for degenerative changes (Colombini 
et al., 2008).
 Maintenance of the metabolic balance in the IVD 
is a delicate equilibrium, because of a predominant 
chronic catabolic environment under pathological 
conditions. This condition is driven and sustained 
by the presence of higher levels of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines (Risbud and Shapiro, 2014), mainly TNFα 
and IL-1β (Burke et al., 2002; Hamamoto et al., 2012; 
Le Maitre et al., 2005; Le Maitre et al., 2003; Risbud 
and Shapiro, 2014; Solovieva et al., 2004), and ECM-
degrading enzymes, such as matrix MMPs and 
ADAMTS (Kepler et al., 2013; Le Maitre et al., 2004; 
Wang et al., 2011), associated with low levels of their 
inhibitors (TIMPs) (Liao et al., 2019; Vergroesen et al., 
2015). Subpopulations of human NPCs, AFCs and 
EPCs showing phenotypic plasticity and a stem-like 
immunophenotype are present in degenerated IVDs 
(Brisby et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2016) 
and ideally would represent tissue specific cells to 
be used in therapies aiming at counteracting the 
degenerative microenvironment.
 De Luca et al. (2020) have recently reported that NP, 
AF and EP cell populations isolated from pathological 
IVDs and EPs express specific phenotypic and 
stemness markers, as well as clonogenic, adipogenic 
and osteogenic potential, similar to MSC cells. 
Considerable similarities in pro-inflammatory and 
ECM-degrading factors involved in the degenerative 
processes have been observed in articular cartilage 
and IVD (Rustenburg et al., 2018). In fact, as for IVD 
and EP, chondrogenic progenitor cells have been 
found in human cartilage obtained from osteoarthritic 
patients and, together with chondrocytes, they show 
an increased secretion of cytokines and expression of 
MMPs, without a corresponding production of TIMPs 
after IL-1β stimulation (De Luca et al., 2019).
 Given the significant impact of the local 
environment on cell behaviour, the analysis of 
potential IVD cellular alterations in response 
to inflammatory conditions becomes essential. 
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The in vitro exposure of human IVD cells to 
IL-1β and TNF-α, the two main inflammatory 
mediators involved in IVD degeneration, causes the 
upregulation of inflammatory molecules such as 
iNOS, NO, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-20, prostaglandin 2 
and TNF-α (Kang et al., 1997; Klawitter et al., 2012a; 
Klawitter et al., 2012b; Millward-Sadler et al., 2009; 
Sinclair et al., 2011; Wuertz et al., 2011; Wuertz et al., 
2013). Furthermore, both mediators also contribute 
to disc disease through the induction of the catabolic 
enzymes ADAMTS-4, -5 and MMP-1, -2, -3, -4, -13, 
-14 and the concomitant decreased expression of 
connective tissue growth factor, aggrecan and type II 
collagen, leading to a progressive ECM degradation 
(Bachmeier et al., 2009; Jimbo et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 
2015; Le Maitre et al., 2005; Séguin et al., 2005; Wang 
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014; Tran et al., 2010; Tran et 
al., 2014). Nevertheless, although it is not definitively 
established whether either IL-1β, TNF-α – or both – 
drive ECM degradation, IL-1β is the key cytokine 
involved in this process (Hoyland et al., 2008; Le 
Maitre et al., 2007).
 Based on this evidence, there are resulting issues 
that are of particular interest. To the best of the 
authors’ knowledge, the molecular responses of 
NPCs, AFCs and EPCs to inflammatory and catabolic 
environments have not yet been fully investigated. 
Consequently, the aim of the present study was 
to investigate the response of NPCs, AFCs and 
EPCs to IL-1β, a master regulator of IVD catabolic 
processes (Phillips et al., 2015), using large-scale high-
throughput microarray and protein array analyses to 
identify differentially expressed genes and released 
proteins. These findings would provide new insights 
into the molecular targets of tissue degeneration, 
defining the usefulness of this specific inflammatory 
cell priming, and help identify the best resident and 
highly specialised cell agent to be used/stimulated in 
harsh condition for the treatment of disc degenerative 
processes.

Materials and Methods

Cell isolation and expansion
The study was approved by the Institutional Review 
Board (Protocol GenVDisc Version 1, 20 November 
2015) and specimens were collected after patient 
informed consent was given. NP, AF from lumbar 
IVDs and EP of 3 male and 1 female patients (average 
age 50.5 years) affected by discopathy were harvested 
during discectomy through a careful macroscopic 
dissection performed by an experienced surgeon, 
discriminating the lamellar AF and the jelly-like NP 
and avoiding the transitional zone of the inner AF. 
NPCs, AFCs and EPCs were isolated by enzymatic 
digestion as previously described (Colombini et al., 
2015; Lopa et al., 2016). The cell populations were 
cultured in control medium consisting of 4.5 mg/mL 
HG-DMEM, supplemented with 10 % FBS (Lonza), 

0.29 mg/mL L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/
mL streptomycin, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM sodium 
pyruvate (all from Life Technologies). Cells were 
seeded at 5 × 103 cells/cm2 and expanded up to P3.

In vitro model of inflammation
Cells at P3 were stimulated by adding 1 ng/mL IL-
1β to the culture medium for 48 h according to a 
previously validated in vitro model of IVD and EP 
cell inflammation (De Luca et al., 2018; Kim et al., 
2013). Then, supernatants and cells were collected 
for further analyses.

RNA isolation and quality assessment for microarray 
analysis
RNA was isolated from a pool of cells obtained 
from 4 donors by RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen). 
Residual genomic DNA digestion was performed 
using RNase-Free DNase Set (Qiagen). RNA 
quantification and quality control were performed 
spectrophotometrically (Nanodrop, Thermo 
Scientific). RIN (value range from 1, totally degraded, 
to 10, intact) was evaluated by Agilent RNA 
ScreenTape System (Agilent Technologies). All RNA 
samples were intact and showed a RIN value of 10.

Gene expression microarray
The expression profiling was performed using a 
custom-made gene expression microarray, allowing 
for the analyses of a maximum of 3000 genes 
considering a minimum of 5 replicates for each gene. 
The custom-made array was constructed based on 
an Agilent Technologies algorithm (Web ref. 2). 
Gene symbols and NM of the selected genes divided 
into housekeeping (14), chondrogenic/IVD/growth 
factors- (332), stemness- (1279), inflammation- (235), 
senescence- (140) and angiogenic-related (79) genes 
are reported in Supplementary Table 1. The choice 
of the genes of interest was performed based on the 
ones previously analysed (Takahashi et al., 2007; Xu 
et al., 2008; Yoo et al., 2011) or present in commercially 
available microarray and, then, implemented with 
genes analysed in studies focusing on the IVD (Liu 
et al., 2015; Minogue et al., 2010; Power et al., 2011; 
Rutges et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2012).
 cRNA was obtained from 100 ng of total RNA 
that was labelled and amplified using a Low Input 
Quick Amp Labeling Kit, one-color. A spike mix was 
also added to each RNA sample (One-Color RNA 
Spike-In Kit) to obtain the correct annealing between 
10 optimised positive control transcripts and the 
complementary probes on the chip. Then, auto- and 
cross-hybridisation was evaluated. Next, cRNA was 
purified using the RNeasy® Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen) 
and employed for the slide hybridisation using the 
Gene Expression Hybridization Kit. To obtain a high-
resolution image of the fluorescence values for each 
probe, the chip was washed and processed using the 
SureScan Microarray Scanner and Feature Extraction 
12.0 software. Data analysis was performed by 
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Genespring GX software. Reagents, instruments and 
software were purchased by Agilent Technologies, 
unless differently specified.
 The ontology-based pathway analyses were 
performed using Panther, NCBI, QuickGO and 
GeneCards databases. Only values with an Fc ≤ − 2 
or ≥ + 2 were considered. Heat maps were generated 
using the online package ClustVis (Metsalu et al., 
2015; Web ref. 3).

Gene expression analysis through real-time PCR
The expression of the most common inhibitors of 
MMPs, TIMP1 (Hs00171558, Life Technologies) 
and TIMP3 (Hs00165949, Life Technologies), was 
evaluated also by real-time PCR. For consistency, 
also the expression of MMP1 (Hs00899658, Life 
Technologies), MMP3 (Hs00968305, Life Technologies) 
and MMP13 (Hs00233992, Life Technologies) was 
assessed through the same method. The evaluation 
was performed at P3 and after IL-1β treatment in a 
total of 8 donors: the same 4 donors as used for the 
pool of gene and protein arrays and 4 new donors 
(mean age 51.9 ± 6.9 years; 4 males and 4 females) to 
strengthen and validate the results obtained from 
the other assays.
 RNA was isolated from all cells using the 
RNeasy® Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen), subsequently 
quantified spectrophotometrically (NanoDrop, 
Thermo Scientific) and reverse-transcribed with the 
iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories). 
Gene expression was evaluated by real-time PCR 
(StepOne Plus, Life Technologies) using TaqMan® 
Gene Expression Master Mix and TaqMan® Gene 
Expression Assays (Life Technologies).
 Since TBP (Hs00427620_m1, Life Technologies) 
represents the most stable gene observed in the array, 
according to previously published data (Lopa et al., 
2016), it was chosen as the housekeeping gene. Data 
are expressed as Fc according to the ΔCt method.

Protein array
ELISA-based protein arrays (RayBio® C-Series, 
RayBiotech, Peachtree Corners, GA, USA) were used 
to evaluate the levels of inflammatory mediators in 
culture media obtained from disc cells, stimulated or 
not with IL-1β. For each cell population, conditioned 
media were obtained from 4 donors, pooling 3 
technical replicates for each of them. Data were 
normalised by the total protein content through BCA 
assay. The arrays showed a detection sensitivity up 
to pg/mL of protein and were performed following 
the manufacturer’s instructions. Data represent 40 s 
exposures in a FluorChem E chemiluminescence 
imaging system (ProteinSimple, San Jose, CA, USA). 
Results were generated by quantifying the mean 
spot pixel density using the protein array analyser 
of ImageJ (NIH website). The signal intensities were 
normalised to the background, whereas separate 
signal intensity results represented the average pixel 
density of two spots per inflammatory mediator. The 

relative concentration of the antigen in the sample 
was proportional to the signal intensity for each spot.

Determination of IL-1Ra
The levels of soluble IL-1Ra in cell culture medium 
after 48 h of treatment with IL-1β were determined for 
8 total donors, as aforementioned, by a commercially 
available ELISA assay, according to the manufacturers’ 
instructions (PeproTech). The detection range was 23-
1500 pg/mL.

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as mean ± SD. Normal distribution 
of values was assessed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
normality test. Statistical analysis was performed 
using paired and unpaired Student’s t-test for 
normally distributed data and Wilcoxon (for 
paired data) or Mann-Whitney (for unpaired data) 
test in the presence of a non-normal distribution 
(GraphPad Prism v5.00; GraphPad Software). Level 
of significance was set at p < 0.05.

Results

Gene expression analysis
Stemness-related genes
After IL-1β treatment, 320 genes out of 1279 were 
modulated. Among these, 47 were upregulated, 
271 downregulated and 2 either upregulated 
or downregulated in different cell populations 
(Supplementary Table 2). The three cell types 
shared 16 upregulated and 32 downregulated genes. 
Concerning the downregulated genes, 86 were found 
in NPCs, 123 in AFCs and 139 in EPCs. Heat maps 
and clustering showed that NPCs and EPCs shared 
similar behaviours in term of entity of stemness 
genes upregulation (Fig. 1a) or downregulation (Fig. 
1b) after IL-1β treatment. In Supplementary Table 2 
Fc ≥ + 2 or ≤ − 2 are reported.

Inflammation-related genes
After IL-1β stimulation, NPCs, AFCs and EPCs 
showed an upregulation of 77 out of 235 genes 
related to inflammation (either upregulated or 
downregulated in the different cell populations), 
53 of which shared by the three cell types (Fig. 2). 
Among the shared genes, there were those coding for 
SPP1 and MMP2, MMP3, MMP7, MMP10, MMP12 
and MMP13, involved in catabolic pathways. The 
upregulation of MMP3 and MMP13 after IL-1β 
treatment was confirmed by real-time PCR, which 
revealed also an upregulation of MMP1, without a 
corresponding upregulation of their inhibitors TIMP1 
and TIMP3. The latter was in fact downregulated in 
all cell types (Fig. 3). IDO1, KYNU, NAMPT, SAAS 
and TNFAIP6, also belonging to metabolic pathways, 
were upregulated in all three cell populations. The 
reactive free radical NOS2, IL6, CXCL8, IL1α, IL1β, 
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Fig. 1. Heat maps and clustering representing the stemness-related genes modulated by IL-1β treatment. 
(a) Upregulated (Fc ≥ + 2) and (b) downregulated (Fc ≤ − 2) genes (n = 4). 

IL17C, SELE, the chemokine ligands CXCL1, CXCL2, 
CXCL3, CXCL5, CXCL6, CXCL8, CXCL10, CCL2, 
CCL3, CCL5, CCL7, CCL20, their receptors CXCR3, 
CXCR4 and CCR7 and the complement component 
C3, all involved in pro-inflammatory pathways, were 
upregulated. An upregulation of CSF2, CSF3, IFI27, 
IL11, IL23A, LCN2, LIF, NOD2, OSM, RSAD2 and of 
the anti-inflammatory IL1RN was also observed. The 

anti-apoptotic BCL2A1 and INHBA, related to TGF 
signalling cascade, and EHF, RSPO3, LRRN3, RASD1 
and SLC7A2 were also upregulated in all three cell 
populations. NPCs and AFCs had in common the 
upregulation of CMPK2, RIPK2 and IFI44L, AFCs and 
EPCs shared the upregulation of NEFM, NR4A3 and 
of the pro-inflammatory CCL4, CCL11 and CCL13. 
Finally, NPCs and EPCs shared the upregulation 
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of the pro-inflammatory IL32, SERPINB2 and the 
anti-apoptotic TNFRSF1B. TNF and VCAM1 were 
upregulated only in NPCs; the catabolic ADAMTS4 
and ADAMTS9 as well as CCL26, CXCL9, CLIC6, 
NEURL3 and TWIST2 only in AFCs. The anti-
inflammatory IL1R2, the pro-inflammatory IL20 and 
CEBPB, CHI3L2 and SLPI were instead exclusively 
upregulated in EPCs.
 IL-1β treatment caused the downregulation of 79 
out of 235 genes related to inflammation, of which 
18 in common among the three cell populations (Fig. 
2b): the catabolic ADAMTS15; the pro-inflammatory 

CCL22, CCR1 and IL17A; the metabolic ADH1B, 
PDE5A, SCRG1 and SLC40A. Similarly, GDF5 and 
RIMS1 were downregulated as well as LAMP5, LDB2, 
LSP1, MAP1LC3C, MYBPH, OLFML2A, OLFML2B 
and SMOC2. Interestingly, AFCs and EPCs shared 
a downregulation of 42 genes belonging to different 
pathways: the pro-inflammatory C3AR1, CCL17, 
CCL21, CCL24, CCR2, CCR4, CCR5, CCR6, CXCR2 
and IFNG; the anti-inflammatory CXCL4, IL4, IL5, 
IL13; genes involved in cytokine pathways such as 
IFNA1, IFNA2, IFNA4, IFNA5, IL12B, IL2, IL9, IL21, 
IL22, IL23R, LTB, TNFSF8 and CD40LG. Furthermore, 

Fig. 3. Gene expression analysis (real-time PCR) represented as Fc of MMPs (MMP1, MMP3, MMP13) and 
their inhibitors (TIMP1, TIMP3) with respect to each non-treated sample (NT). * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01 and 
*** p ≤ 0.001 indicate IL-1β treated vs. NT, in each cell populations (n = 8). Data are expressed as mean ± SD.

Fig. 2. Venn diagram showing all the genes belonging to the inflammation panel modulated by IL-1β 
treatment. (a) Upregulated (Fc ≥ + 2) and (b) downregulated (Fc ≤ − 2) genes and the respective pathway, 
single or in common with the other cell populations (n = 4).
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Fig. 4. Heat maps and clustering representing the inflammation-related genes modulated by IL-1β 
treatment. (a) Upregulated (Fc ≥ + 2) and (b) downregulated (Fc ≤ − 2) genes (n = 4).
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Table 1a. Upregulated or downregulated inflammation-related genes after IL-1β treatment with Fc ≥ + 2 
or ≤ − 2 in the different cell populations; (-) no differences.

Gene Fc NPCs Fc AFCs Fc EPCs
ADAMTS15 − 12.8 − 7.1 − 6.8
ADAMTS4 - 2.6 -
ADAMTS9 - 2.3 -

ADH1B − 28.2 − 13.5 − 8.0
ADIPOQ - − 2.3 − 2.3
ARPP21 - − 2.4 − 2.2
BCL2A1 3.2 2.6 3.7

C3 4.3 6.9 6.0
C3AR1 - − 2.4 − 2.2
CCL11 - 10.4 3.8
CCL13 - 21.8 5.8
CCL17 - − 2.4 − 2.2
CCL2 9.5 9.5 7.7
CCL20 1098.9 390.3 734.1
CCL21 - − 2.4 − 2.2
CCL22 − 4.2 − 2.5 − 2.2
CCL24 - − 2.4 − 2.2
CCL26 - 4.0 -
CCL3 13.4 16.5 12.9
CCL4 - 3.5 2.2
CCL5 93.2 148.0 45.2
CCL7 5.7 5.2 6.5
CCR1 − 4.0 − 13.7 − 3.2
CCR2 - − 2.4 − 2.2
CCR3 - − 6.6 − 2.4
CCR4 - − 2.4 − 2.3
CCR5 - − 4.2 − 2.2
CCR6 - − 2.4 − 2.2
CCR7 5.5 11.9 4.5

CD40LG - − 2.4 − 2.2
CEBPB - - 2
CHI3L1 - - − 2.2
CHI3L2 - - 2.2
CILP2 − 6.4 − 2.2 -
CLCA2 - − 3.1 − 2.1
CLIC6 - 3.0 -

CMPK2 2.2 3.8 -
CSF1 3.2 2.4 3.8
CSF2 61.6 12.1 82.7
CSF3 25.7 77.0 15.5

CXCL1 102.5 162.4 124.1
CXCL10 12.2 12.9 2.7
CXCL2 33.8 22.2 59.7
CXCL3 59.5 47.3 114.0
CXCL4 - − 2.4 − 2.2
CXCL5 17.3 9.4 17.9
CXCL6 442.9 1702.1 512.0
CXCL8 501.9 438.6 555.9
CXCL9 - 5.0 − 2.2
CXCR2 - − 2.3 − 3.4
CXCR3 3.2 2.5 4.3
CXCR4 17.2 33.2 4.2

EHF 44.4 8.5 23.3
FASLG - − 2.4 − 2.2
GDF2 - − 2.4 − 2.2
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Table 1b. Upregulated or downregulated inflammation-related genes after IL-1β treatment with Fc ≥ + 2 
or ≤ − 2 in the different cell populations; (-) no differences.

Gene Fc NPCs Fc AFCs Fc EPCs
GDF5 − 3.0 − 2.5 − 3.0
IDO1 17.7 32.6 4.8
IDO2 - − 2.4 − 2.2
IFI27 14.2 10.5 7.1

IFI44L 9.2 12.3 -
IFNA1 - − 2.4 − 2.2
IFNA2 - − 2.4 − 2.2
IFNA4 - − 2.4 − 2.3
IFNA5 - − 2.3 − 2.4
IFNB1 - − 2.8 − 2.3
IFNG - − 2.4 − 2.2
IL10 - - − 2.8
IL11 30.4 26.2 36.3

IL12A - − 2.4 -
IL12B - − 2.4 − 2.5
IL13 - − 2.2 − 2.9
IL15 - - − 2.1

IL17A − 5.4 − 2.4 − 2.2
IL17C 4.5 6.0 3.9
IL18 - − 3.8 -
IL1A 14.4 15.5 5.0
IL1B 5.3 10.9 5.4

IL1R2 - - 2.8
IL1RN 8.4 15.1 4.6

IL2 - − 2.4 − 2.2
IL20 - - 2.2
IL21 - − 2.4 − 2.3
IL22 - − 2.4 − 2.4

IL23A 368.2 153.1 251.6
IL23R - − 2.4 − 2.2
IL25 - - − 3.1
IL3 - − 2.4 -
IL32 2.7 - 3.9
IL4 - − 2.4 − 2.6
IL5 - − 2.4 − 2.2
IL6 66.5 46.3 78.0
IL7 − 3.1 - − 2.9
IL9 - − 2.4 − 2.8

INHBA 3.1 4.2 3.6
KYNU 16.6 13.8 17.7

LAMP5 − 9.1 − 5.7 − 6.4
LCN2 433.5 228.0 158.7
LDB2 − 6.0 − 11.1 − 4.7

LEFTY2 - − 2.6 -
LIF 4.2 3.7 3.9

LRRN3 4 4.2 7.6
LSP1 − 5.3 − 3.9 − 3.6
LTA - − 2.4 − 2.3
LTB - − 2.4 − 2.8

LYVE1 - - − 2.4
MAP1LC3C − 21.5 − 17.2 − 20.5

MMP10 11.5 19.2 11.7
MMP12 142.4 95.3 83.4
MMP13 24.8 13.3 7.2
MMP2 3 2.4 2.6
MMP3 65.1 84.5 93.6
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Table 1c. Upregulated or downregulated inflammation-related genes after IL-1β treatment with Fc ≥ + 2 
or ≤ − 2 in the different cell populations; (-) no differences.

Gene Fc NPCs Fc AFCs Fc EPCs
MMP7 5.7 2.8 5.4
MSTN - − 2.6 -

MYBPH − 2.7 − 2.9 − 2.8
MYL1 - − 2.4 − 2.2

NAMPT 4.6 5.5 5.0
NEFM - 6.9 2.8

NEURL3 - 2.6 -
NOD2 20 20.2 12.4

NODAL - − 2.5 − 2.4
NOS2 40.4 49.9 20.0
NOX1 - − 2.4 − 2.3
NR4A3 - 2.3 2.4
NRG1 − 2.5 − 3.1 -

OLFML2A − 6.8 − 6.3 − 4.9
OLFML2B − 2.1 − 3.9 − 2.8

OSM 7.7 3.7 2.8
PDE5A − 5.6 − 7.6 − 5.2
RASD1 2.6 2.7 2.9
RIMS1 − 2.3 − 2.4 − 2.3
RIPK2 2.1 2.1 -
RSAD2 4.3 6.1 2.1
RSPO3 5.1 6.2 7.6
S100A8 - − 2.4 -
SAA2 19.5 26.2 53.3

SCRG1 − 3.1 − 2.8 − 3.8
SELE 32.8 8.0 9.9

SERPINB2 3.1 - 3.2
SLC40A1 − 6.0 − 5.9 − 5.4
SLC7A2 51.3 49.8 53.7

SLPI - - 2.1
SMOC2 − 3.0 − 2.8 − 4.8

SOSTDC1 - − 2.4 − 2.7
SPP1 2.9 2.6 2.3

STEAP4 - − 5.9 -
TDO2 − 4.9 - − 3.3
TLR2 - − 2.4 − 4.8
TLR7 - − 2.3 − 2.2
TNF 3.4 - -

TNFAIP6 68.4 21.5 81.7
TNFRSF1B 3.4 - 3.4
TNFSF12 − 2.2 - -

TNFSF13B − 2.2 - -
TNFSF8 - − 2.4 − 2.2

TPH1 - − 2.4 − 2.2
TWIST2 - 3.0 -
VCAM1 2.5 - -

the pro-inflammatory and pro-apoptotic LTA, the pro-
apoptotic FASLG, the toll receptor signalling TLR2 
and TLR7, the metabolic ADIPOQ, IDO2, NOX1, 
SOSTDC1 and TPH1, the TGF-β signalling GDF2 were 
also downregulated after inflammation. Moreover, 
downregulation of IFNB1 and MYL1, belonging to 
the muscle contraction pathway, and of ARPP21 and 
CLCA2 was observed. NPCs and AFCs presented a 
common downregulation of NRG1, involved in the 

EGF receptor pathway, and of CILP2; NPCs and 
EPCs shared the downregulation of TDO2 and the 
pro-inflammatory IL7. An exclusive downregulation 
was observed in NPCs of the pro-inflammatory 
and pro-apoptotic TNFSF12 and TNFSF13B and 
of PDGFB; in AFCs of the pro-inflammatory IL18, 
S100A8 and STEAP4 and of IL3, IL12A, MSTN and 
LEFTY2. EPCs showed a selective downregulation 
of the pro-inflammatory CXCL9, IL15, IL25, of the 
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anti-inflammatory IL10, of the catabolic CHI3L1 and 
of the metabolic LYVE1.
 Heat maps and clustering showed that NPCs and 
EPCs shared a similar entity of upregulated (Fig. 4a) 
whereas AFCs and EPCs of downregulated (Fig. 4b) 
inflammation-related genes after IL-1β treatment. 
Table 1a, b, c report Fc ≥ + 2 or ≤ − 2.

Angiogenesis-related genes
After IL-1β treatment, 40 genes were modulated 
(14 upregulated and 26 downregulated), 9 of 
which involved in inhibition of angiogenesis, 27 in 

promotion of angiogenesis and 4 with an unclear 
function in angiogenesis. All 9 genes with an 
inhibitory role were downregulated by the treatment 
with IL-1β: ADGRB1, CNMD, RNH1 and SPINK5 in 
all three cell populations; SERPINC1 only in AFCs; 
ANGPT2, CHGA, COL4A3 and IL17F in AFCs and 
EPCs. Among the pro-angiogenic, ANGPT1, CD55, 
EREG, FGFBP1 and PTGS1 were highly upregulated 
(3.1 ≤ Fc ≤ 16.2) as well as F3, FST, NRP2, TGFBR1 
and TYMP, even if to a lesser extent (2.2 ≤ Fc ≤ 3.4), 
in all the cell populations. Moreover, ANGPT1, FGF2 
and NOTCH4 were upregulated only in AFCs. After 

Table 2. Upregulated or downregulated angiogenesis-related genes after IL-1β treatment with Fc ≥ + 2 
or ≤ − 2 in the different cell populations; (-) no differences.

Gene Fc NPCs Fc AFCs Fc EPCs
ADGRB1 − 3.1 − 2.7 − 2.4
ANGPT1 3.1 4.1 5.0
ANGPT2 - − 2.3 − 2.2

ANGPTL1 - 2.6 -
CD55 7.9 5.9 8.8
CDH5 - − 2.9 − 2.2
CHGA - − 2.4 − 2.3
CNMD − 3.0 − 3.1 − 2.2

COL4A3 - − 2.4 − 2.2
CXCL11 - − 2.3 − 2.2
CXCL12 − 3.8 − 2.9 − 2.8
CXCL13 - − 2.4 − 2.3
EREG 14.0 8.4 12.0

F3 2.5 2.4 2.9
FGF2 - 2.1 -

FGFBP1 9.3 16.2 7.5
FGFR3 − 2.2 - − 2.2

FST 2.3 2.2 2.4
GRP - − 2.4 -
IL17F - − 2.4 − 2.2

KITLG 2.3 - 2.3
LEP − 2.1 - -

NOS3 − 2.9 - − 2.8
NOTCH4 - 2.7 -

NRP1 - − 2.2 -
NRP2 2.9 3.4 2.7

PECAM1 - - -11.8
PLG - − 2.5 − 2.4

PPBP - − 2.4 − 2.2
PROK1 − 3.8 - − 3.5
PROK2 - − 2.4 − 2.2
PTGS1 4.3 3.7 4.6
RNH1 − 2.5 − 2.8 − 3.1

SERPINC1 - − 2.4 -
SPINK5 − 2.9 − 2.3 − 2.5
TGFB2 − 2.2 - − 2.9

TGFBR1 3.0 2.6 3.0
TYMP 2.2 2.6 2.3
VEGFB - − 2.4 -
VEGFD - − 2.4 − 2.3
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IL-1β treatment, some pro-angiogenic genes such 
as CXCL12 were downregulated in all analysed 
cell populations. CDH5, CXCL11, PLG, PROK2 and 
VEGFD showed the same trend in both AFCs and 
EPCs, whereas FGFR3, LEP, NOS3 and PROK1 in 
both NPCs and EPCs. GRP, NRP1 and VEGFB were 
downregulated only in AFCs and PECAM1 only in 
EPCs, with the highest downregulation (Fc = − 11.8). 
In Table 2, all modulated genes with their respective 
Fc are reported.

Growth-factor-related and trophic genes
After IL-1β treatment, 11 growth factors and trophic 
genes were modulated, of which 7 were upregulated 
(FGF7, IGF1, IGFBP4 and IGFBP5 were shared by 
all cell populations), 3 were downregulated and 
one (AREG) was both upregulated (EPCs) and 
downregulated (AFCs). Among the upregulated 
genes, IGFBP2 was shared by NPCs and AFCs, 
TGFB3 was shared by NPCs and EPCs, IGF2 was 
only upregulated in NPCs and AREG in EPCs. 
Concerning the downregulated genes, AREG and 
CSF1R were downregulated only in AFCs and FGF6 
and NTF4 were shared by AFCs and EPCs. In Table 
3, all modulated genes with their respective Fc are 
reported.

Senescence-related genes
After IL-1β treatment, 12 senescence-related genes 
were modulated. All, except for PPP2R1B that was 
upregulated, were downregulated. In particular, 
BCL2 and PPARG were downregulated in all cell 
populations; EGF, KRAS and PRKCB in AFCs and 
EPCs; SIRT2 in NPCs and EPCs; CHEK1 only in 
NPCs; BLM, DCLRE1B, EME1 and PLK1 only in 
AFCs. In Table 4, all modulated genes with their 
respective Fc are reported.

Protein profiling
In basal condition, the three cell populations showed 
no differences in the production of inflammatory 
mediators, whereas this was affected by the presence 
of IL-1β (Fig. 5a). After IL-1β treatment, all cells 
released more pro-inflammatory ICAM-1 and IL-
1β and anti-inflammatory IL-11 and GM-CSF. In 
all cell populations, the anti-inflammatory IL-1Ra 
levels were higher after the inflammatory stimulus 
in comparison with basal levels (p < 0.01) (Fig. 5b). 
NPCs showed an increase in the pro-inflammatory 
IL-8 and IL-6sR, accompanied by a decrease in the 
anti-inflammatory IL-10. Moreover, AFCs showed 
increased levels of the pro-inflammatory IL-8, MIP-
1-α and MIP-1-β. EPCs were the most responsive cells 
to IL-1β, showing metabolic inhibition characterised 
by decreased levels of the pro-inflammatory 
eotaxin-2, IL-3, IL-15, IL-16, IL-17, MCP-1 and PDGF-
BB and of the anti-inflammatory IL-10, IL-13, sTNF-RI 
and TIMP-2 proteins. The anti-inflammatory IP-10 
was increased in both AFCs and EPCs. The protein 
analysis confirmed the gene expression results for 
GM-CSF, IL-1β, IL-11, IL-15, MCP-2 and MIP-1-δ 

in all cell populations, for IL-8 in NPCs and AFCs, 
for IP-10 in AFCs and EPCs, for MIP-1-α and MIP-
1-β in AFCs, for IL-10, IL-13, IL-17 and eotaxin-2 in 
EPCs. Despite the upregulation or downregulation 
of the gene expression, no significant changes were 
observed in the release of most of the analysed 
proteins. No changes in ICAM1 expression, but an 
increase in protein release in all cell populations was 
observed. Finally, no changes were observed in the 
expression of IL16, sTNF-RI and PDGF-BB in EPCs 
and IL10 in NPCs despite a decreased release of these 
proteins. The comparison between gene expression 
and protein release is reported in Table 5.

Discussion

The findings of the present study showed that AFCs 
and EPCs were more molecularly responsive to IL-1β 
treatment than NPCs. In particular, AFCs showed the 
largest release of pro-inflammatory-related proteins, 
whereas EPCs showed the greatest anti-inflammatory 
ability.
 As far as it can be ascertained, the present is the 
first study comparing side-by-side the molecular 
profile of NPCs, AFCs and EPCs in response to in 
vitro inflammation. The responses include the release 
of stemness, pro/anti-inflammatory, angiogenic 
and trophic factors and the expression of genes 
participating in multiple signalling cascades and 
biological processes. The inflammatory stimulus 
induced a marked downregulation (5.7 times more 
than the upregulated genes) of the stemness genes. 
All cell types showed comparable numbers of 
upregulated stemness genes, whereas AFCs and EPCs 
showed a slightly larger number of downregulated 
genes in comparison with NPCs, sharing with EPCs, 
on the other hand, a similar entity of modulation.
 Recently, the expression of a very large panel of 
genes in IVD- and EP-expanded cells derived from 

Table 3. Upregulated or downregulated growth-
factor-related and trophic genes after IL-1β 
treatment with Fc ≥ + 2 or ≤ − 2 in the different cell 
populations; (-) no differences.

Gene Fc NPCs Fc AFCs Fc EPCs
AREG - − 2.3 3.5
CSF1R - − 2.4 -
FGF6 - − 2.4 − 2.3
FGF7 2.8 2.6 3.2
IGF1 6.5 20.9 5.5
IGF2 2.4 - -

IGFBP2 2.5 6.9 -
IGFBP4 2.3 3.3 2.3
IGFBP5 2.4 2.5 4

NTF4 - − 2.4 − 2.5
TGFB3 2.5 - 2.3
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the same donors has been evaluated. AFCs present 
the largest number of selectively highly expressed 
stemness and chondrogenic/tissue specific genes (De 
Luca et al., 2020), therefore representing the most 
promising IVD cell population for the treatment of 
IVD degeneration. Differently from what observed 
in basal conditions, the results of the present study 
did not provide a strong indication about the 
identification of AFCs as having the greatest stemness 
potential in the presence of an inflammatory stimulus.
 Interestingly, the trophic IGF1, marker of 
notochordal cells (Peck et al., 2017), appeared 
upregulated in the presence of IL-1β, especially in 

AFCs (Fc = 20.9). Previous in vitro and in vivo studies 
have demonstrated that IGF-1 exerts anabolic, 
proliferative and anti-apoptotic effects on disc cells 
(Day et al., 2005; Masuda and An, 2006; Masuda et al., 
2004; Osada et al., 1996; Pratsinis and Kletsas, 2007; 
Sakai, 2008). These data suggest a tissue protective 
response to inflammation. In addition, in the present 
study, an upregulation of IGF2, a competitor of IGF-
1 for the binding with IGF-R1 (Travascio et al., 2014; 
Zhang et al., 2013a), was observed only in NPCs. A 
concomitant upregulation of IGFBP2 in NPCs and 
AFCs and of IGFBP4 and IGFBP5 in all the analysed 
cells was observed. This suggests an attempt of these 

Table 4. Upregulated or downregulated senescence-related genes after IL-1β treatment with Fc ≥ + 2 
or ≤ − 2 in the different cell populations; (-) no differences.

Gene Fc NPCs Fc AFCs Fc EPCs
BCL2 − 2.6 − 2.5 − 3.1
BLM - − 2.3 -

CHEK1 − 2.1 - -
DCLRE1B - − 2.3 -

EGF - − 2.3 − 2.3
EME1 - − 2.3 -
KRAS - − 2.4 − 2.2
PLK1 - − 2.1 -

PPARG − 4.2 − 4.0 − 3.8
PPP2R1B - - 2.8
PRKCB - − 2.4 − 2.2
SIRT2 − 2.1 - − 2.1

Fig. 5. Protein secretion in conditioned media obtained from NPCs, AFCs and EPCs at basal (-) and post-
stimulation with IL-1β (+). (a) Secretome multiplex analysis of immunomodulatory cytokines presented 
as overall heat maps of mean pixel intensity. Table shows significantly upregulated and downregulated 
molecules after IL-1β stimulation (n = 4). (b) ELISA assay of IL-1Ra release. * p ≤ 0.05 indicates IL-1β 
treated vs. basal, in each cell populations (n = 8).

Cell type

Significantly (p < 0.05) 
upregulated post-IL-1β 

stimulation

Significantly (p < 0.05) 
downregulated post-IL-1β 

stimulation

NPCs GM-CSF, ICAM-1, IL-1β,
IL-6sR, IL-8, IL-11 IL-10

AFCs
GM-CSF, ICAM-1, IL-1β, 

IL-8, IL-11, IP-10, MIP-1-α, 
MIP-1-β

-

EPCs GM-CSF, ICAM-1, IL-1β, 
IL-11, IP-10

Eotaxin-2, IL-3, IL-10, IL-13, 
IL-15, IL-16, IL-17, MCP-1, 

sTNF-RI, PDGF-BB, TIMP-2
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cells to promote the increase of IGF-1 and IGF-2 half-
life, mediated by the binding with IGFBPs (Asfour et 
al., 2015; Elmasry et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2013a).
 ECM disruption is a major hallmark of IVD 
degeneration and many studies have demonstrated 
that degradation enzymes such as MMPs and 
ADAMTS are upregulated in pathological discs 
(Wang et al., 2015). After IL-1β treatment, all cell 
populations showed an upregulation of genes coding 
for several MMPs involved in gelatine, collagens, 
proteoglycans, laminin, fibronectin and elastin 
degradation. In particular, despite the physiological 
role of MMPs in repair and remodelling and their 
low expression in normal tissue, the catabolic effect 
of inflammation was demonstrated through the 
upregulation of MMP1, MMP2, MMP3, MMP10 
and MMP12, confirming what observed in IVD 
pathological tissues (Bachmeier et al., 2009; Canbay et 

al., 2013; Gruber et al., 2014b; Richardson et al., 2009; 
Tang et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2014a; Xu et al., 2014b).
 Along with MMPs, ADAMTS contribute to the 
physiological disc ECM turnover. In the present 
study, IL-1β induced an upregulation of ADAMTS4, 
a highly active aggrecanase-1 (Gendron et al., 2007), 
and ADAMTS9 in AFCs. ADAMTS4 is significantly 
increased in human degenerated IVD tissue in 
comparison with normal tissue (Pockert et al., 
2009; Zhang et al., 2012) and IL-1β promotes its 
upregulation in NPCs (Wang et al., 2011). In contrast, 
a downregulation of ADAMTS15, generally increased 
in human degenerated IVD tissue (Pockert et al., 2009; 
Zhang et al., 2012), was observed in the analysed cell 
populations. The general catabolic switch induced by 
IL-1β was not balanced by a concomitant upregulation 
of TIMP1, TIMP2 and TIMP3. Nevertheless, a strong 
upregulation of TNFAIP6 (21.5 < Fc < 81.7) was 

Table 5. Protein array and expression of their encoding genes; increase (+), decrease (−) or no variation (=).

Gene Protein
NPCs AFCs EPCs

Gene Protein Gene Protein Gene Protein
CCL2 MCP-1 + = + = + −
CCL3 MIP-1-α + = + + + =
CCL4 MIP-1-β = = + + + =
CCL5 RANTES + = + = + =
CCL8 MCP-2 = = = = = =
CCL11 Eotaxin = = + = + =
CCL15 MIP-1-δ = = = = = =
CSF1 M-CSF + = + = + =

CXCL8 IL-8 + + + + + =
CXCL9 MIG = = − = − =
CXCL10 IP-10 + = + + + +
ICAM1 ICAM-1 = + = + = +
IFNG IFNγ = = − = − =
IL1A IL-1α + = + = + =
IL1B IL-1β + + + + + +
IL2 IL-2 = = − = − =
IL3 IL-3 = = − = = −
IL6 IL-6 + = + = + =
IL7 IL-7 − = = = − =
IL11 IL-11 + + + + + +
IL15 IL-15 = = = = − −
IL16 IL-16 = = = = = −

IL17A IL-17 − = − = − −
TNF TNF-α + = = = = =
LTA TNF-β = = − = − =

GSF3 G-CSF + = + = + =
IL4 IL-4 = = − = − =
IL10 IL-10 = − = = − −
IL13 IL-13 = = − = − −

TNFRSF1A sTNFRI = = = = = −
TNFRSF1B sTNFRII + = = = + =

PDGFB PDGF-BB − = = = = −
IL12B IL12p40/IL12p70 = = − = − =
CCL24 Eotaxin2 = = − = − −
CSF2 GM-CSF + + + + + +
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observed in all cell types. The TSG-6 protein encoded 
by this gene is not normally present in healthy 
adult tissues, but it is induced by pro-inflammatory 
cytokines such as IL-1β (Milner and Day, 2003) 
and plays a protective role against cartilage matrix 
degradation and inflammation (Glant et al., 2002; 
Wisniewski and Vilcek, 1997). Moreover, a co-
localisation of IL-1β and TSG-6 is observed in normal 
and degenerated IVD tissues (Roberts et al., 2005), 
suggesting this interplay also in the disc. The study 
results showed an anti-inflammatory and anabolic 
response of all the analysed disc cells mediated 
by TSG-6 in inflamed conditions. TSG-6 is also 
able to inhibit neutrophil migration (Getting et al., 
2002) and likely it counteracted the upregulation 
of chemokine ligands, particularly CXCL1, CXCL2, 
CXCL3, CXCL5, and even more CXCL6 and CXCL8 
after IL-1β stimulation in the three cell populations. 
The expression of CXCR2, receptor of these ligands, 
was slightly downregulated in AFCs and EPCs, 
indicating an attempt to inhibit the effect of these 
chemokines on these cells. In general, considering the 
modulation of the inflammatory genes by IL-1β, there 
was a balance between the number of upregulated or 
downregulated genes, mainly encoding for cytokines, 
chemokines and their receptor or antagonist, with a 
very similar behaviour shared by AFCs and EPCs. 
Moreover, a similar entity of upregulation was shown 
by NPCs and EPCs, whereas AFCs and EPCs shared 
a similar modulation of downregulated genes.
 CCL2, a chemoattractant for monocytes and 
basophils, together with its receptors CCR2 or CCR4, 
plays a role in the induction of the inflammatory 
process in herniated discs, as demonstrated in a 
mouse model of IVD degeneration induced by TNF-α 
(Nakawaki et al., 2019), and it is expressed by NPCs 
as a protein related to the histological degenerative 
tissue changes (Phillips et al., 2013). After IL-1β 
treatment, an overexpression of CCL2 (7.7 < Fc < 9.5) 
in all cell populations was observed in agreement 
with an increased expression of this cytokine, as 
previously shown in human AFCs (Gruber et al., 
2015). The level of the released MCP-1, encoded 
by CCL2, decreased in EPCs after IL-1β treatment, 
probably due to a negative feedback control 
promoted by these cells, as recently demonstrated 
for murine IVD cells exposed to TNFα (Nakawaki 
et al., 2019). Monocytes recruitment/mobilisation 
is also obtained from the binding of CCL7 with its 
receptors CCR2 or CCR3 (Sokol and Luster, 2015). 
NPCs are a source of CCL7, whose release increases 
along with IVD degeneration grade (Phillips et al., 
2013). In the present study, an upregulation of CCL7 
was observed in all cell populations, suggesting a 
possible monocyte recruitment in inflamed discs. 
A concomitant downregulation of CCR2, CCR3 and 
CCR4 could be ascribed again to the attempt to limit 
the effect of CCL2 and CCL7 in AFCs and EPCs.
 Another chemoattractant is CCL3; through its 
receptors CCR1 and CCR5, this chemokine induces 
white blood cell recruitment and promotes IVD 

inflammation and degeneration (Liu et al., 2015; Wang 
et al., 2013). After the pro-inflammatory stimulation, 
a higher expression of CCL3 (13.4 < Fc < 16.5) was 
observed in all IVD cells as well as a downregulation 
of CCR1 and CCR5 in AFCs and EPCs, probably to 
counteract the effect of CCL3 on disc cells. Other 
two chemoattractant of white blood cells were 
upregulated by the inflammatory stimulus, CCL4 in 
AFCs and EPCs and CCL5 in all the cell populations 
(45.2 < Fc < 148). CCL5 is significantly high in disc cells 
derived from patients with severe disc degeneration 
(Gruber et al., 2014a; Weber et al., 2015) and its 
expression levels correlate with the IVD degenerative 
grade (Gruber et al., 2014a). CCR1, CCR3 and CCR5, 
receptors of CCL5 (Gruber et al., 2015; Sokol and 
Luster, 2015) and CCL4, were all downregulated; 
in particular, CCR1 in all cell populations, CCR3 
and CCR5 in AFCs and EPCs, highlighting that 
AFCs and EPCs share a similar behaviour to 
counteract this signalling. In contrast, IL-1β treatment 
induced upregulation of CXCL10, a chemokine 
promoting a Th1-orienting (pro-inflammatory) 
attitude (Romagnani et al., 2005), in all the analysed 
cell populations and downregulation of CXCL4 
(Romagnani et al., 2005) and CCL17 in AFCs and EPCs 
and of CCL22 in all cell populations (Sokol and Luster, 
2015). All these chemokines are involved in the Th2 
(anti-inflammatory) response. The concomitant 
upregulation in AFCs and EPCs of CXCR3, receptor 
of CXCL10, suggests a pro-inflammatory behaviour 
and probably is responsible for the downregulation of 
IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 observed in the same populations 
(Romagnani et al., 2005). Taken together, these results 
suggest a promotion, by all analysed cells, of white 
blood cells recruitment and of a pro-inflammatory 
switch induction after IL-1β stimulation.
 CCL20 (390.3 < Fc < 1,098.9), involved in Th17 
response (Tesmer et al., 2008), was found among the 
highest upregulated genes in all cell populations, 
along with a downregulation of its receptor CCR6 
and of the pro-inflammatory IL17A in AFCs and 
EPCs, likely an attempt of these cells to limit self-
detrimental effects of CCL20-mediated signalling. 
CCL20 production is observed in degenerated and 
cultured NPCs and its release further increases 
after IL-17A or TNF-α stimulation (Zhang et al., 
2013b). Interestingly, the same authors reported the 
expression of CCR6 in PBMCs derived from patients 
with IVD degeneration and of IL-17A in pathologic 
IVD tissues (Shamji et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013b).
 Inflammatory cytokines such as TNFα, IL-6 and 
in particular IL-1β affect matrix metabolism and 
apoptosis of IVD cells, causing disc degeneration 
(Kalb et al., 2012; Wuertz and Haglund, 2013). In the 
presence of IL-1β, an upregulation of TNF in NPCs 
and of IL-1β (both at gene and protein level) and 
IL6 (46.3 < Fc < 78.0) in all cell types was observed, 
probably depending on a positive feedback loop 
created by IL-1β treatment (Jimbo et al., 2005). In 
this regard, all three cell populations showed a 
significant upregulation of IL-1Ra at the gene and 
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protein level aimed to counteract IL-1β-mediated 
inflammation. Interestingly, in EPCs there was also 
a slight upregulation of the expression of the decoy 
receptor IL1R2, strengthening the anti-inflammatory 
attitude of these cells towards IL-1β. In addition, 
only in NPCs, the release of IL-6sR increased after 
IL-1β treatment. Based on what previously reported, 
although the IL-6/IL-6sR binding induces a pro-
inflammatory response, it also induces, even if to a 
lesser extent, the upregulation of TIMP1, indicating 
a protective role in cartilage metabolism (Silacci et al., 
1998).
 Intriguingly, after IL-1β treatment, in NPCs and 
EPCs, together with the over-expression of TNF, an 
upregulation of one of its receptor was observed, 
TNFRSF1B, also known as TNFR2, that antagonise 
TNF effects. Moreover, a downregulation of TNF 
ligands such as TNFSF12 and TNFSF13B (in NPCs) 
and TNFSF8 (in AFCs and EPCs) was observed, 
showing an inhibitory overall effect of TNF signalling.
 Another well-known marker involved in 
pathological (Kang et al., 1996) and/or inflamed 
IVD (Asahara et al., 1996) cells is NO. In agreement 
with previously reported upregulation of iNOS and 
NO in NPCs after IL-1β treatment (Bai et al., 2019), 
after the same inflammatory stimulation, NOS2 was 
upregulated in all the analysed disc and EP cells. In 
addition, it was observed in cerebrospinal fluid of 
patients affected by degenerative lumbar disease 
(Asahara et al., 1996).
 Concerning the angiogenic-related genes 
evaluated, all the cell populations showed a slight 
pro-angiogenic behaviour after inflammation, with 
no inter-population difference. This is in line with 
what previously reported for human degenerated 
or inflamed IVDs (Binch et al., 2014).
 Between all the analysed cells, AFCs had a slightly 
senescent attitude, showing a downregulation of 
DCLRE1B, EME1 and MSH2, related to DNA repair 
process, of the pro-mitogenic EGF and of PLK1, 
related to cell cycle control.
 One limitation of the present study was the use of 
only one in vitro model of inflammation. However, 
IL-1β is the strongest inflammatory stimulus for IVD 
degeneration (Khan et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2015; 
Molinos et al., 2015; Le Maitre et al., 2005; Wuertz 
and Haglund, 2013). Another limitation was the 
use of a pool of cells obtained from 4 donors for the 
gene array. Nevertheless, the expression of the panel 
of genes was confirmed by protein array (same 4 
donors not pooled), ELISA and real-time PCR (same 
4 donors and further new 4 donors, not pooled). 
Finally, functional assays would have been necessary 
to confirm the role of inflammatory genes in order to 
ascribe a clear function on the different IVD cells.

Conclusion

IVD and EP cells were responsive to IL-1β, as 
demonstrated by the massive downregulation 

of stemness genes and upregulation of pro-
inflammatory and catabolic genes. In the presence 
of this inflammatory stimulus, all the analysed cell 
populations attempted to molecularly counteract 
the degradative process of the matrix. In particular, 
EPCs showed the most anti-inflammatory response, 
while AFCs secreted the largest number of pro-
inflammatory mediators. AFCs and EPCs, on the 
other hand, exhibited a common protective response 
by repressing the receptors involved in the activation 
of the signalling mediated by specific chemokines 
inducing white blood cell recruitment. Molecular 
targets specific for one or more IVD and EP cell 
populations in the presence of IL-1β were identified. 
In particular, in the presence of an inflammatory 
environment, the anti-inflammatory and anabolic 
properties of IL-1Ra, IGFs and TSG6 can be exploited 
to suppress the identified pathological targets 
upregulated in these cells.
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Discussion with Reviewers

Reviewer 1: Please discuss the potential limitations 
when using passaged cells for this type of analysis, 
especially in relation to the fact that the number of 
adhering cells was not controlled for.
Authors: In general, although cell stability in culture 
has been demonstrated up to several passages, a 
potential limitation of using expanded cells consists 
in the partially loss of their tissue-specific phenotype. 
However, expanded cells had to be used because of 
the limited number of collected cells immediately 
after isolation, not sufficient to perform all the 
experiments. To indirectly control the number of 
adhering cells, cell counts have been performed after 
isolation and after each passage, by maintaining the 
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same seeding density and assessing their doubling 
time throughout expansion. On the other hand, an 
advantage of using passaged cells is represented by 
the fact that future cell therapy will be based on cell 
expansion in order to obtain a suitable number of 
homogeneous cells. Therefore, the characterisation 
of the response to IL-1β of expanded cells would 
represent a more realistic clinical scenario.

Marianna Peroglio: In the last sentence of the 
abstract it is mentioned that the study allowed for 
the identification of specific molecular targets that 
can be either silenced (when pathological targets) 
or stimulated to counteract the inflammation What 
would be the key molecular targets for each strategy? 
Which strategy could have a better chance of success 
in humans?
Authors: Among the three kind of analysed cells, 
EPCs showed the most anti-inflammatory response 
to IL-1β treatment, along with a protective attitude 
to repress the inflammation-activated pathways 
involved in white blood cell recruitment. For this 
reason, in an inflammatory context, they appear 
as the more promising tool for cell therapy. On the 
other hand, if considering the identified molecular 
target, a huge plethora of catabolic and inflammatory 
mediators were upregulated in presence of IL-1β, and 
IL-1Ra, IGFs and TSG6, in particular, appeared to be 
suitable candidates to be stimulated in IVD and EP 
cells for counteracting degenerative processes. These 
results suggested exploiting EPCs and stimulating 
the release of the identified anti-inflammatory 
and anabolic mediators as a potentially successful 
strategy to control inflammation.

Marianna Peroglio: In a previous study, the authors 
have investigated the response of osteoarthritic 
cartilage to IL-1β stimulation. What similarities and 
differences can be drawn between osteoarthritic 
chondrocytes’ response to IL-1 β stimulation and IVD 
and EP cells response to this same cytokine?
Authors: Maintaining the same experimental 
conditions, some similarities were observed in terms 

of catabolic and secretory markers produced by IVD 
and EP cells after IL-1β treatment and osteoarthritic 
chondrocytes. In particular, in all the analysed cell 
populations, the inflammatory stimulus promoted 
the upregulation of specific MMPs (1, 3 and 13), 
without a corresponding production of their TIMPs 
(1 and 3) to balance the catabolic induction. Rather, 
IVD and EP cells showed a downregulation of TIMP3. 
In both spine cells and osteoarthritic chondrocytes, 
IL-1β treatment also increased the production of a 
plethora of secretory molecules, such as the anti-
inflammatory IL-1Ra, GM-CSF and IL-11 as well as 
the pro-inflammatory ICAM-1 and IL-1β. In general, 
EPCs and osteoarthritic chondrocytes were the 
most responsive cells to IL-1β. The former showing 
metabolic inhibition, whereas the latter showing 
an increased secretion of the pro-inflammatory/
modulatory molecules. Moreover, IL-1β promoted 
a more pro-inflammatory behaviour of NPCs, AFCs 
and osteoarthritic chondrocytes, resulting from an 
increased secretion of the pro-inflammatory IL-6sR, 
MIP-1-α, MIP-1-β and IL-8.

Marianna Peroglio: Could the authors comment 
on the inter-donor variability in terms of response 
to IL-1β and how this could potentially impact the 
envisioned therapy?
Authors: The inter-donor variability is a fundamental 
aspect to consider when using primary cells. In the 
present study, despite the inter-donor variability, 
markers of specific biological processes were 
identified as being modulated by IL-1β treatment. 
However, further evaluations should be performed 
to confirm the results obtained in a pool of donors 
in single donors too. Confirming of these results 
and performing specific functional tests would add 
further value to the therapeutic potential of the 
identified molecular targets.

Editor's note: The Scientific Editor responsible for 
this paper was Mauro Alini.


